Society values landscapes that reliably provide many ecosystem functions. As the study of ecosystem functioning expands to include more locations, time spans, and functions, the functional importance of individual species is becoming more apparent. However, the functional importance of individual species does not necessarily translate to the functional importance of biodiversity measured in whole communities of interacting species. Furthermore, ecological diversity at scales larger than neighborhood species richness could also influence the provision of multiple functions over extended time scales. We created experimental landscapes based on whole communities from the world's longest running biodiversity-functioning field experiment to investigate how local species richness (α diversity), distinctness among communities (β diversity), and larger scale species richness (γ diversity) affected eight ecosystem functions over 10 y. Using both threshold-based and unique multifunctionality metrics, we found that α diversity had strong positive effects on most individual functions and multifunctionality, and that positive effects of β and γ diversity emerged only when multiple functions were considered simultaneously. Higher β diversity also reduced the variability in multifunctionality. Thus, in addition to conserving important species, maintaining ecosystem multifunctionality will require diverse landscape mosaics of diverse communities.
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alpha diversity | gamma diversity | ecosystem service | Cedar Creek | beta diversity A s global biodiversity losses accelerate, a growing body of research has documented the consequences of species losses to ecosystem functions and services. Syntheses of experiments in this field show that local species richness (α diversity) positively affects the provision and maintenance of many ecosystem functions (1, 2) . The effects of individual species (3) (4) (5) and α diversity (6) also become stronger as more functions are considered simultaneously (ecosystem multifunctionality). However, the small scale and limited number of functions measured in biodiversity experiments do not match the scales at which society usually manages biodiversity or ecosystem functions and services. Furthermore, knowledge of how biodiversity contributes to ecosystem functioning at multiple scales is critical to conserving, managing, and restoring multifunctional landscapes. Larger scale observational studies on biodiversity-ecosystem service relationships are increasing (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) , but their reliance on correlation and remote-sensing introduces uncertainties that might underlie these studies' inconsistent findings about the concordance between biodiversity and landscapelevel ecosystem multifunctionality.
In addition to species richness within communities (α diversity), it is plausible that the number of distinct communities within a landscape (β diversity) and the total number of unique species among all communities in a landscape (γ diversity) might also contribute to ecosystem multifunctionality (6) . No field experiments have directly explored the effects of these higher scales of diversity. Here we analyze the multifunctionality of over 7,500 experimental landscapes, each consisting of a different combination of 24 of the 168 experimental perennial grassland communities of the Biodiversity II experiment at the Cedar Creek Ecosystem Science Reserve in Minnesota (20). We used data from experimental communities in each experimental landscape to determine each landscape's diversity at three levels (α, β, and γ), and each landscape's aggregate functioning for eight ecosystem functions (listed in Fig. 1 ). We did this for 5 different years between 1997 and 2006, and on average across this full time period. In contrast to previous work relying on species-based models (3-5), we measured multifunctionality within 9 m × 9 m experimental communities of interacting species (6). Measuring functions at the level of each experimental community allowed us to assess the effects of species diversity (rather than of the sum of species identities) on ecosystem functioning. This approach incorporates potential tradeoffs that can occur between species and between functions (6), and thus more accurately reflects ecosystem functioning in natural communities.
Results and Discussion
We found that α diversity was the strongest contributor to landscape-level multifunctionality, and that β and γ diversity also made significant contributions. Across all years and functions, all three scales of diversity had significant positive effects on multifunctionality measured as the mean of all functions minus its standard deviation in each experimental landscape (MF): MF = 0.46 α + 0.11β + 0.16γ (P < 0.001, R 2 = 0.32, n = 7,512, Fig.1 , Table S1 ). The nature of these effects and their interactions became more apparent after exploring the individual impact of each scale of diversity on MF (Fig. 2) . Whereas the main effects of increased α and γ diversity were saturating increases in MF, higher β diversity mainly decreased landscape-to-landscape variance in MF (analysis of residual variance, P < 0.001, r 2 = 0.24, n = 7,512).
While α diversity consistently influenced each individual function, all three scales of diversity affected MF (Fig. 1) . Likewise, while α consistently accounted for most of the explainable variation (R   2   ) of single function regressions, the explanatory power of β and γ diversity became much more pronounced when multiple functions were considered simultaneously (Fig. S1 ). Thus, understanding the drivers of multifunctionality requires examination of multiple scales of biodiversity. Furthermore, the full effect of biodiversity at each scale of diversity is not apparent unless multiple functions are considered together. While consideration of multiple scales of diversity clearly improves our ability to explain the magnitude of and variation in multifunctionality, much variation remains unexplained. Other components of diversity not examined here (e.g., genetic diversity, species evenness, etc.) likely contribute to differences in multifunctionality, as do environmental conditions and broad drivers of global change (21).
All three scales of diversity also affected multifunctionality measured as the number of functions that exceeded discrete functional thresholds (T) (6) . Functional thresholds were set at six quantiles (T = 0.2, T = 0.3, T = 0.4, T = 0.5, T = 0.6, and T = 0.7) based on the minimum and maximum observed functioning for all functions across all experimental landscapes, and each experimental landscape was assessed for the number of functions it could achieve at each threshold. Unsurprisingly, fewer experimental landscapes could achieve higher numbers of functions as functional thresholds increased. However, experimental landscapes with high mean α diversity consistently achieved more functions at every threshold than experimental landscapes with lower α diversity (Table S1 and S2). In contrast, higher β diversity increased the number of functions achieved at lower thresholds but reduced the number achieved at higher thresholds, with the transition occurring between the 50th and 60th quantilebased thresholds (Fig. 3) .
The switch in the directional effect of β diversity occurred because only experimental landscapes with low β diversity were capable of achieving very high multifunctionality, whereas high β-diverse experimental landscapes more consistently achieved moderate multifunctionality (Fig. 2B) , a phenomenon that became more pronounced as functional thresholds increased (Fig. 3) . Thus, increasing β diversity leads to higher multifunctionality only if we require a low functional threshold for each function. As functional thresholds increased, only a few low β-diverse experimental landscapes composed of highly multifunctional communities repeated many times were capable of producing high numbers of functions at high thresholds (Fig. 3) . While the high multifunctionality of these particular low β diversity experimental landscapes drives this particular relationship, the aforementioned high functional variability of low β diversity experimental landscapes relative to high β diversity experimental landscapes is once again apparent in our analysis of multifunctionality thresholds here (Fig. 3) .
This variability suggests that high β diversity gives rise to a multifunctional version of the portfolio effect (22) that eliminates the possibility of extremely high and low functioning experimental landscapes, but ensures a moderate level of multifunctionality that low β diversity experimental landscapes cannot guarantee. In the same way that species-rich communities are generally more successful at providing multiple functions due to functional complementarity, so too are β-diverse landscapes more reliable at providing moderate levels of multiple functions at larger scales. While ecosystem functioning is largely driven by species identity and richness at the local and landscape scale, β-diversity provides another level of insurance against loss of ecosystem functioning.
Since each plot in this study consists of a randomly assembled experimental community, our results may also be influenced by the assembly process of the original biodiversity experiment. Some experimental communities may have low functionality simply because they have species that are not well-suited to the general locale, a situation that is less likely to occur in natural communities structured by nonneutral assembly processes. As such, the effects of β diversity reported here are likely conservative relative to communities filtered through natural assembly processes and containing complementary suites of species better adapted to local conditions. While connectivity, dispersal, and succession may also affect landscape-level functionality in some ecosystems (23-25), we expect that most landscapes will possess few intercommunity species interactions relevant to the types of functions measured in this study, with the possible exception of those mediated by consumers that can move between communities (e.g., insect richness and abundance).
This analysis takes advantage of experimental precision, control, and replication not possible in observational studies of large landscapes. Nevertheless, the differences in species composition and functioning between communities in some landscapes, particularly at ecological boundaries, likely exceed those in this study. Thus, our results are also probably conservative because the original experimental design limited the range of α and γ diversities in these experimental landscapes. We expect that studies incorporating more realistic community structure with larger gradients in community composition will confirm and increase estimates of the distinct contributions of all three scales of biological diversity to ecosystem functioning.
This study highlights the importance of unique ecological and conservation considerations regarding the relationship between biodiversity and ecosystem functioning. Most importantly, analyses of individual functions and single scales of diversity underestimate the effects of biodiversity on ecosystem functioning. Our results confirm the importance of local species richness to ecosystem multifunctionality, and emphasize the neglected but important contributions of β and γ diversity as well.
Second, high multifunctionality is associated with high α and high γ diversity, suggesting that both local species richness and larger scale diversity contribute to ecosystem functioning. Put differently, the experimental landscapes with the highest multifunctionality Table S2 ). Fig. 2 . Effects of α, β, and γ diversity on MF. Relationships between MF and α (A), β (B), and γ (C ) diversity in 7,512 experimental landscapes. α and γ increase multifunctionality, while β mainly decreases its variance. Flexible, best-fit saturating curves are not forced through 0 (P < 0.001 for all). β ranges from 1 (blue) to 24 (red) in A and α ranges from 1 (blue) to 16 (red) in B and C.
are those that are mainly composed of a suite of high α diversity communities. However, since landscapes with both high α and γ diversity are not always possible, it is important to consider the valuable role of β diversity to reduce functional variability in landscapes lacking high species diversity.
Our analyses reinforce earlier studies demonstrating the increased importance of species diversity for ecosystem functioning as more functional, temporal, and environmental contexts are considered (3) (4) (5) . Moreover, they show that both local and regional diversity can simultaneously contribute to ecosystem multifunctionality at larger scales. While multifunctionality at larger scales was influenced by landscape-scale species richness, the effects of local species richness were even stronger, suggesting that the way species are organized into communities on landscapes heavily influences the effects of diversity on ecosystem functioning. As such, the processes that control the assembly of natural communities may be of central importance in relating the results of experimental studies of randomly assembled communities to nature.
Methods
We measured eight ecosystem functions (Fig. 1) using 1997, 1998, 1999, 2002, and 2006 data from the Cedar Creek Biodiversity II experiment in which 168 9 m × 9 m field plots were planted with randomized combinations of 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 perennial grassland species (20). We created 7,512 simulated experimental landscapes, each composed of a constrained random selection of 24 plots, to create a broad and even distribution of α, β, and γ diversity (see SI Methods for details). Since there is no spatial component to these experimental landscapes, plots were selected independently of their spatial location in the original biodiversity experiment.
We assessed the ability of experimental landscapes to achieve several quantile-based thresholds of each function across all experimental landscapes and functions (6) . We also calculated a unique multifunctionality metric (MF) as the mean of all functions minus its SD in each experimental landscape, where each function was scaled to the maximum observed among all experimental landscapes, and individual functions at the landscape scale were the sums of each function among its 24 experimental communities.
Within each experimental landscape, γ diversity was calculated as the number of unique species, and α diversity as the average α of all 24 experimental communities. We calculated β using two separate metrics with contrasting response sensitivities. Results using the less sensitive metric reported in the text (β, the number of experimental communities in an experimental landscape that do not share exactly the same species composition) suggest similar but usually more conservative effects than results using our more sensitive metric (β, 1-Sorensen's Index, Table S1 and S2).
We used ordinary least squares regression to determine how the independent variables of α, β, and γ diversity influenced the dependent variables of each individual function, the number of functions achieved above each threshold, and MF. To compare the strength of effects and explanatory power of each independent variable, we calculated standardized regression weights and partial coefficients of determination (partial r 2 ) for each diversity metric in multivariate models of each dependent variable. Standard transformations of independent variables did not improve regression diagnostics, or significantly improve model fit. Multicollinearity tolerances always exceeded 0.2, indicating that multicollinearity did not bias interpretations (26, 27). All three biodiversity metrics were included in all regressions reported and displayed in the main text and are the best models according to Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). We tested for landscape independence and correlation structure by regressing model residuals against each diversity metric. No correlation structure was detected for any regression and P values approached 1. Including diversity interaction terms in multiple regressions on multifunctionality increased overall model R 2 s by less than 10% relative to regressions with no interaction terms. Given the difficulties of interpreting interactions between continuous variables (28) and their limited explanatory power in this case, we do not report them. We performed all analyses using the R software package (29).
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Diversity Measures. We created 50,000 unique experimental landscapes, each composed of 24 experimental plots. Within each experimental landscape, γ diversity was calculated as the number of unique species, and α diversity as the average α of all 24 experimental communities. Several β diversity metrics are appropriate for expressing nondirectional variation in species composition among all communities in a landscape using presence/absence data (11, 12) . We chose the one complement of Sørensen's Index as a sensitive measure of β diversity that scales from 0 (all species in common, low β diversity) to 1 (no species in common, high β diversity). We also calculated a coarser measure of β diversity as the number of experimental communities in an experimental landscape that do not share exactly the same species composition, which scales from 1 (identical communities, low β diversity) to 24 (all different communities, high β diversity). Since results from both are similar, we report the coarser measure in the text because we find it easier to interpret.
Landscape Generation. Given the low degree of replication of species composition in the original experiment, and to generate a distribution of experimental landscapes with a full range of β diversity values, we assembled experimental landscapes with a progressively increasing chance of having identical experimental communities drawn to create them. Since there is no spatial component to these experimental landscapes, plots were selected independently of their spatial location in the original biodiversity experiment.
To ensure an even β distribution, we binned these 50,000 experimental landscapes by their β diversity values (from 1 to 24 binned by 1, and from 0.1 to 1 binned by 0.1 for β = 1 -Sørensen's Index) and randomly selected the same number of experimental landscapes from each bin (equal to the number of experimental landscapes in the smallest bin) to create a distribution with perfectly even β diversity. We chose a landscape size of 24 experimental communities because smaller experimental landscapes did not permit full and evenly distributed ranges of α, β, and γ diversity values, and larger experimental landscapes did not extend the ranges or further even the distributions. After subsampling from the original pool of 50,000 experimental landscapes as described above to create a pool with more even diversity distributions, we were left with 7,512 experimental landscapes (6,489 experimental landscapes when β = 1 -Sørensen's Index).
Analysis. We assessed the ability of experimental landscapes to simultaneously achieve at least a particular quantile (multifunctionality threshold, or T) of each function across all experimental landscapes and functions (2) . Results using percentof-maximum-based thresholds were qualitatively similar and are shown below. For each year and threshold of the 20th, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, and 70th quantiles, we calculated the number of functions above T achieved by each experimental landscape. We also calculated the mean number of functions that each experimental landscape achieved at each threshold across all years.
In addition to a threshold-based approach, we also calculated a unique multifunctionality metric (MF) as the mean of all functions minus its SD in each experimental landscape, where each function is scaled to the maximum observed among all experimental landscapes (where 0 is the minimum and 1 is the maximum observed), and individual functions at the landscape scale are the sums of each function among its 24 component experimental communities. Thus, once they are standardized, calculations of individual functions are simply a reduced form of MF, since individual functions do not have among-function variance. MF takes highest values for landscapes that are high performing across functions. We calculated standardized individual function values and MF for all experimental landscapes in each year, and also averaged for each experimental landscape across years. Functions were assigned positive or negative values if responses to diversity treatments were positive or negative (respectively) from an ecosystem services perspective (8) .
We used ordinary least squares regression to determine how the independent variables of α, β, and γ diversity influenced the dependent variables of each individual function, the number of functions achieved above thresholds, and MF. To compare the strength of effects and explanatory power of each independent variable, we also calculated standardized regression weights and partial coefficients of determination (partial r 2 ) for each diversity metric in multivariate models of each dependent variable. We also performed an analysis of residual variance on the three bivariate regressions between MF and α, β, and γ diversity to examine changes in MF variance as a function of diversity.
Standard transformations of independent variables did not improve regression diagnostics or significantly improve model fit. Multicollinearity tolerance always exceeded 0.2, and slope parameter estimates of each independent variable changed less than 2% during both stepwise forward parameter additions and backward deletions, indicating that multicollinearity did not bias interpretations (13, 14) . All three biodiversity metrics are included in all regressions reported and displayed in the main text, and are the best models as chosen by Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). All three diversity metrics are also included in either the best model or are within ΔAIC ≤ 1 of the best model of the other regressions reported below, with a few exceptions indicated in Tables S1 and S2. We tested for experimental landscape independence and correlation structure by regressing model residuals against each diversity metric. No correlation structure was detected for any regression and P values approached 1. Including diversity interaction terms in multiple regressions on multifunctionality increased overall model R 2 s by less than 10% relative to regressions with no interaction terms. Given the difficulties of interpreting interactions between continuous variables (15) and their limited explanatory power in this case, we do not report them. We performed all analyses using the R software package (16) . Fig. S1 . Biodiversity coefficients of determination. Partial coefficients of determination for α, β and γ diversities in nine multiple regressions explaining crossyear averages of multifunctionality and each single function (soil carbon data from 2006 only). The r 2 s reflect the proportion of variance explained by each scale of diversity in each regression (P < 0.001 for all coefficients) and sum to the total variance explained (R 2 ). β diversity is calculated as the number of experimental communities in an experimental landscape that do not share exactly the same species composition. Results with β calculated as 1 -Sorensen's Index are qualitatively similar. Fig. S2 . Effect of β diversity on the average number of functions achieved by each experimental landscape above thresholds (T) across all years, where T is the percent-of-maximum observed functioning of each function across all experimental landscapes. β diversity is calculated as the number of experimental communities in an experimental landscape that do not share exactly the same species composition. n = 7,512 experimental landscapes. P < 0.001 for all. 
